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“HE HAS CARRIED HIS LIFE IN HIS HANDS”:
THE “SARASOTA ASSASSINATION SOCIETY”
OF 1884
by J ANET S NYDER M ATTHEWS *
headline in the New York Times in February
1885, announced: “The Bloody Work of Band of Southern
Murderers . . . the notorious Sarasota Assassination Society.” The
Times story reported that Alfred B. Bidwell, formerly of Buffalo,
had been arrested for vigilantism in Florida: “This organization
is supposed to exist for the purpose of the secret murder of political opponents, and is composed of 20 members, bound together
by terrible oaths to perform the bloody work of the band and to
keep its secrets inviolate. Mr. Bidwell is charged with making his
store the rendezvous of the gang . . . [and] with being a party to
the murder of C. E. Abbe. . . . The information received makes
this assassination society one of the most atrocious organizations
ever heard of. . . . The murder of one Riley several months ago
. . . [is] said to be the work of the assassins. The victims are supposed to have suffered for private as well as political causes.“ 1
Two days after Christmas 1884, Charles Abbe was shot to
death as he was walking from the Bayshore toward his home, a
short distance away. His alleged murderers, Charles B. Willard
and Joseph C. Anderson, were charged with dragging the body
down to Bidwell’s wharf, sailing three miles out into the Gulf of
Mexico, and then dumping the corpse overboard. 2
For nearly two weeks after the murder, it was thought that the
crime had been the work of only a very few criminals. Then, as a
cloud of tension and fear descended over the community, indiFRONT PAGE

*

Mrs. Matthews is a director of the Florida Historical Society. Her article
is from a manuscript in progress on the history of the Manatee-Sarasota
region.

1. New York Times, February 2, 1885.
2. Ibid.; testimonies of Charles Morehouse and Sheriff A. S. Watson before
Alden J. Adams, justice of the peace, preliminary examination into the
murder of Charles E. Abbe, December 29, 1884-March 2, 1885, circuit
court records, Manatee County Courthouse, Bradenton (hereinafter
cited as J.P. in Abbe).
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viduals began to reveal more and more facts about the case and
the events leading up to the shooting. Reluctant settlers came
forth to charge that Abbe’s murder, as well as the earlier killing
of Harrison T. Riley, had been perpetrated by a band of conspirators, a secret group called the “S.S.V.C.” (Sara Sota Vigilance
Committee). Henry L. Hawkins, a farmer and one of the men
who had helped bury Riley the previous summer, stated, “I am
putting my life in jeopardy and if this is made public I fear that
I may share the fate that has befallen Riley and Abbe.” Hawkins
named the men who had been approached for membership in the
vigilante group, but who had refused to join. Hawkins claimed
there were others who would testify if they could be sure that
they would be protected. 3
From then on, increasing amounts of information became
available. Others came forward, and the facts surrounding Riley’s
death, which had not yet been investigated, emerged. On the last
morning of June 1884, according to this information, Riley
left his home and was riding on a horse en route to the Sarasota
post office. As he neared an “open pond,” three vigilantes, concealed in the palmetto scrub adjacent to the road, fired at him.
He fell from his horse, mortally wounded. After slitting Riley’s
throat, the murderers hurried toward Phillipe’s Creek and
Sarasota to report to Alfred Bidwell and Dr. Leonard Andrews,
the S.S.V.C. leaders. 4
Amid continued reports of additional threats and violence,
citizens were summoned to a meeting in the small, rough frame
courthouse at Pine Level, nearly the inland center of Manatee
County. Florida Attorney General Charles M. Cooper praised
“their cool and dispassionate conduct” and their ability to proceed
judicially by preventing a lynching of the vigilantes. The testimony of numerous witnesses enabled the state to bring nine
vigilantes to trial for the murders of Abbe and Riley in the mid3.

Testimony and deposition of Dr. Adam Hunter, January 7, 1885, J.P. in
Abbe; Hawkins affidavit and abstract of proceedings, January 14, 1885,
before Alden J. Adams, preliminary examination into the murder of
Harirson T. Riley, January 1885, circuit court records, Manatee County
Courthouse, Bradenton (hereinafter cited as J.P. in Riley).
4. Statement by F. H. Tucker, Bidwell pardon file, Secretary of State Papers,
Florida State Archives, Tallahassee (hereinafter cited as Pardon Papers);
Bacon, Drymon, and Cato testimonies in Charles M. Cooper, Cases
Argued and Adjudged in the Supreme Court of Florida during the Year
1886 (Tallahassee, 1887), 52-76.
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summer of 1885. The first trial lasted eleven days, and Charles
Willard and Joseph Anderson were found guilty of the murder of
Charles Abbe. Each was sentenced to “confinement in the State
penitentiary at hard labor for the term of his natural life.“ 5
A month later, July 14, a second special session of the Sixth
Judicial Circuit was held for a trial of the Riley murder defendants. Several were convicted. The leaders, Bidwell and
Andrews, were found guilty as accessories before the fact and were
sentenced to death. 6 Ed Bacon, the only vigilante tried as an
active participant in both murders, was also convicted and
sentenced to be hanged. In all, eight men were tried; three were
sentenced to death, four to life, and one was acquitted. Two men
had turned state’s evidence. After a year in the Pine Level jail,
Andrews and another of the convicted vigilantes grabbed doublebarrelled shotguns and escaped. Later, Bidwell’s death sentence
was commuted to life imprisonment, and he joined Anderson and
Willard as lease-labor convicts in the state penitentiary. labor
camp near Live Oak. 7 Jason Alford’s trial was delayed four years
until January 1889. 8
One young vigilante, Tom Drymon, who had been convicted
of the Riley slaying, was pardoned as a result of the pleas of some
500 Manatee citizens. The appeals on behalf of Drymon, a twentythree-year-old, cripped farm laborer, were strongly endorsed by
the state’s attorneys and by the presiding judge, Henry L.
Mitchell, who later became Florida’s sixteenth governor (18931897). Petitioners claimed that Drymon had been exploited, and
that he was humble, illiterate, and honest. He had been “led into
commission of the crime” by “fear and confidence in the parties at
5.

Cooper assisted the prosecution. Tallahassee Weekly Floridian, March 12,
26, June 11, July 2, 1885; “State of Florida vs. Charles B. Willard,
Joseph C. Anderson, Edmond P. Bacon,” Sixth Judicial Circuit of Florida,
June 1-11, 1885, circuit court records, Manatee County Courthouse,
Bradenton (hereinafter cited as Sixth Circuit in Abbe).
6. “State vs. Bacon, et al, in the Murder of Harrison T. Riley,” Sixth
Judicial Circuit of Florida; Drymon, Bidwell, Anderson, and Willard
files, Pardon Papers.
7. Ibid.; Cooper, Cases Argued and Adjudged in the Supreme Court of
Florida during the Year 1886, 52-76; Joseph Herman Simpson, “Sarasota
Vigilance Committee,” chapter 25 of serial history, Braidentown Herald,
beginning June 15, 1915; pardons for 1890 and 1892, House Journal, 1891,
18 93, Florida State Archives; Tallahassee Weekly Floridian, July 23, 1885;
Senate Journal for 1889, Report of the State Prison, Department of Agriculture, 39.
8. Trial of Jason Alford, January 1889, special term of Sixth Judicial
Circuit, circuit court records, Manatee County Courthouse, Bradenton.
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the head of the organization.“ 9 In the wake of this pardon in
1887, petitions on behalf of all the others convicted were circulated and regularly presented along with impassioned protests.
The last of the convicted vigilantes was released in 1892, eight
years after the two murders. 10
During the sixty years following the murders of Charles Abbe
and Harrison T. Riley, the matter seems to have been almost
forgotten, and it received only minimal attention in any kind of
published form. Sarasotans were generally reticent to discuss the
subject. In part this was because members of the families of the
vigilantes and their descendants were often the stable citizens in
the community. The few writers who did mention the vigilante
murders limited their discussion to a brief recounting of the facts,
which they perceived to have been crimes perpetrated by a few
men. 11 For most local authors, it was apparently more satisfying
to write of less personal historical topics than to dwell on a
sensitive subject, the facts of which, as a matter of record, had
been adjudicated thoroughly.
Karl H. Grismer, a newspaperman writing in the 1940s, attempted to reexamine and analyze the matter of the Sarasota vigilantes. Departing from the extant facts, Grismer, in his book,
The Story of Sarasota, produced a theory bolstered by misconExhibit A, Drymon file, Pardon Papers. A countercharge of conspiracy
was leveled against young vigilantes by Goodman Bond, a convict, and
it received some support, though it was contradicted in the record by
John Fletcher. See deposition of Goodman Bond, June 21, 1886, Bidwell
file, Pardon Papers; testimony of Fletcher, J.P. in Riley; Tallahassee
Weekly Floridian, March 26, 1885.
10. Bidwell, Cato, Anderson, Willard files, Pardon Papers; Report of State’s
Prison, Secretary of State’s Report, 1887-1888, Florida Historical Society Library, University of South Florida Library, Tampa; pardons
for 1890-1892, House Journal, 1891, 1893, Florida State Archives.
Furman C. Whitaker, Abbe’s son-in-law, objected strenuously to intervention in the court sentence, citing both the difficulties of the trials and
those of protecting the vigilantes from retribution by angry neighbors:
“We have suffered, been in danger of our lives and lost our friend and
fellow citizen. . . . We ourselves, our wives and daughters were not only
threatened as to our lives but attacked by slander, in our desire to see
the law mete out justice to these men rather than that they be lynched.”
Whitaker to Governor Edward A. Perry, [n. d.], Whitaker daybook, A. K.
Whitaker Collection, Bradenton; W. J. De Poincy to Governor Francis
P. Fleming, June 24, 1889, Manatee County Historical Society Archives.
11. McDuffee cited state archival sources to characterize the vigilantes as
“young men of worthy families, who were inveigled into its folds without
knowing its real purpose.” Lillie B. McDuffee, The Lures of Manatee
(Nashville, 1933; facsimile ed., Atlanta, 1961), 265-67. See also Simpson,
“Sarasota Vigilance Committee.”
9.
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ceptions and documentary distortions. It curiously pictured the
victims, rather than the convicted murderers and their associates,
as the guilty parties. Relying heavily upon this treatment for
overall reader interest, the jacket cover announced the book as
“the first time the true facts of the Vigilantes has [sic] appeared in
print.“ 12 For more than three decades Grismer has influenced
writers and readers of the history of Sarasota and Manatee
County. His portrayal of the vigilantes has gone largely unchallenged. As a result, a significant historical figure, Charles
Abbe, and Harrison Riley have been twice victimized.
Basic to Grismer’s theory is a misinterpretation of the land
acquisition procedures prevalent on the south Florida frontier
in the 1880s. Beginning with a misconception of the “swamp
land act,” he proceeds to identify a fantastic “ ‘war’between the
early settlers and land grabbers,” culminating in a “drive to ‘oust
the squatters.’ ” Thereby is born a version of “fellow Sarasotans . . .
inflamed with rage and indignation” who “thought, rightly or
wrongly, that Riley and Abbe were working in the interests of
the land grabbers.” 13
To support this conclusion, Grismer depends heavily upon the
“narrative” of an elderly woman, whose uncle purportedly was a
vigilante. Contradicting contemporary records, this unidentified
source defends the vigilantes as a group of citizens who had “organized to prevent the community from being gobbled up by the
speculators” and whose agents, with supposedly unavailable property descriptions, “began coming around to the pioneers’homes
telling them to get out.” Riley, the woman asserts, was murdered
for measuring off settlers’boundary lines and turning the information over to land speculators. Abbe, she says, was targeted for
doing the same thing. 14 Ultimately, Grismer pronounces his theory
of the vigilantes’motives as “plain and clear,” as “viewed against
the background of history and associated events.“ 15
Grismer’s aggressive “land-grabber” theories do not hold up
in the light of contemporary evidence. Although the south Florida frontier looked like a vast, open area for American homesteaders to settle in, in fact, it had likely never fitted that
12.
13.
14.
15.

Karl H. Grismer, The Story of Sarasota (Tampa, 1946), jacket, 79-91.
Ibid., jacket, 80, 81, 83, 88.
Ibid., 89.
Ibid., 88.
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description. Around 1850 the area that would become Sarasota
County probably contained an unofficial population of no more
than two dozen settlers, and, according to contemporary comments, it was largely underwater in the rainy seasons. It was a
wild, unoccupied land. There were very few settlers. Seminoles
routinely moved through the area without being molested. The
Third Seminole War was still a few years in the future. By 1880,
most of the land had been granted or sold. When Florida entered
the Union in 1845, the federal government had transferred
500,000 acres to state ownership. Five years later, September 28,
1850, under the “swamp and overflowed” lands act, Florida received an additional 10,000,000 acres. Most of the desirable land
in and around Sarasota was included in this conveyance. This
congressional action had two major effects: it reduced dramatically
the amount of land in Sarasota available for federal homestead
claims, and it ended the possibility of settlers obtaining any of
the conveyed land free of charge.
The purpose of the “swamp and overflowed” lands act was to
provide the various wetland states with a significant source of
revenue for reclaiming and improving their swamp lands. At first,
the lands were more a fiscal category than a physical description,
and the Florida legislature in 1851 created an administrative
agency called the Board of Internal Improvement to supervise
this resource. Funds were to be raised through sale of land, and
not by giving the property away to settlers or to anyone else. 16
In 1855 the Florida legislature, realizing that the sale of the
lands could provide funds for the construction of transportation
facilities, established the Internal Improvement Fund with a
board of trustees to replace the Internal Improvements Board.
In the decade prior to 1882, the sales of swamp lands by the
Board had been halted by litigation. Florida’s railroads, which
16.

“An Act to enable the State of Arkansas and other States to reclaim the
‘Swamp Lands’ within their limits,” 31st Cong., 1 sess., 1850, in George
Minot; ed., The Statutes at Large and Treaties of the United States of
America from December 1, 1845 to March 3, 1851 (Boston, 1862), 519;
“An Act to Secure the Swamp and Overflowed Lands lately granted to
the State . . .“, Fifth Session of the General Assembly of Florida, 1850,
93-94; Tract Books, Florida, South & East, LVIII, LX, General Land
Office records, National Archives, Suitland, Maryland. Subsequent acts
modified selection in some instances, typically recognizing pre-emptive
rights of homesteaders and private claimants. See chapter 171, Act of
June 9, 1880, in The Statutes at Large of the United States of America,
April 1879 to March 1881 (Washington, 1881), XXI, 171-72.
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had been built with state bond backing, went into bankruptcy
after the Civil War, leaving the trustees of the Internal Improvement Fund liable for their bonded indebtedness. Francis Vose
and other bondholders forced the public land into receivership,
and this acreage could no longer be disposed of without bondholders’approval. Because interest alone on the outstanding debt
far exceeded proceeds from annual sales, and because the inability
to dispose of the acreage was interfering with development, the
state sought a purchaser willing to buy a large bloc of land. The
money from this sale, it was thought, would be sufficient to
retire the outstanding interest and debt.
In 1881 Governor William Bloxham found that purchaser in
Hamilton Disston of Philadelphia, a steel manufacturer who had
become intrigued with the idea of becoming a Florida developer.
Disston agreed to buy 4,000,000 acres of land for a total price of
$1,000,000. Much of the state-owned land in Manatee County and
around Sarasota was included in the Disston purchase.
For many citizens, the vastness of the Disston purchase was
discomfitting. Too much had been sold too cheaply. It had been
their plan to add to their own holdings, purchasing lands at a
low price for their own speculative purposes. The capital for
these investments would come from the meager profits they would
realize from lands they already owned. Disston’s giant acquisition
must have made these planned land acquisitions seem lost
forever. 17 Grismer observed, “In the Disston deal, and those
which followed in rapid succession, the Land of Sarasota was
practically wiped off the map so far as Homesteaders were concerned.“ 18
In reality, Disston’s purchase had no effect whatsoever on
homesteaders. As noted, after 1856 public land in Sarasota was
either federal or state, each requiring its own acquisition procedures. The land which Disston purchased was not federal land
and was not, therefore, subject to homestead claims. The property
turned over to Disston was state land; it was available only at a
17.

William D. Bloxham, “The Disston Sale and the State Finances,” speech
delivered at Park Theater, Jacksonville, on August 26, 1884, copy in the
Florida Historical Society Library; Tampa Sunland Tribune, January 12,
1882; T. Frederick Davis, “The Disston Land Purchase,” Florida Historical Quarterly, XVII (January 1939), 200-10; “Covenant between the
State of Florida and Hamilton Disston, February 6, 1883,” records of the
Trustees of the Internal Improvement Fund, Tallahassee.
18. Grismer, Story of Sarasota, 81.
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price, whoever was the purchaser. There was also the matter of
settler rights. As part of the arrangement with Disston all those
residing on state lands at the time of purchase would be given two
years to buy the land themselves before the final contract was
signed. 19
Disston’s purchase had two salutary effects on land acquisition
by individuals in Sarasota. By erasing the state bond debt, Florida
was free to dispense of acreage without interference from the
courts. 20 Furthermore, Disston at once offered to sell some of his
property to settlers for the same price as the state was advertising
-ninety cents to $1.25 per acre. 21
By the time the Sara Sota Vigilance Committee was being
organized, Disston’s lands had been selected and had been transferred to his ownership. Much of the land had also been divided
for resale to the public. Surviving records do not indicate that
any pioneers or newcomers were “squeezed out.“ 22 Disston sold to
anyone who wanted to buy-natives as well as newcomers-in
parcels ranging from thirty to several thousand acres. Some of the
vigilantes were among those who acquired land from Disston. 23
Not only is Karl Grismer’s “land-grabber” theory at odds with
the facts surrounding property acquisition procedures in the
1880s, it is not supported by contemporary records. Relying upon
the statements of an unidentified elderly woman, Grismer constructed a single-faceted representation of Charles Abbe as a man
who, if not actually deserving of assassination, certainly was
portrayed as contributing to his own fate by betraying innocent
settlers. The vigilante episode created ample contemporary material, including court records, news accounts, and private letters.
These sources fail to support Grismer’s theory that the victim was
in some way responsible for his own attack.
19.
20.
21.
22.

23.

Tampa Sunland Tribune, June 1, 1881, January 12, 19, March 30, July
13, 1882. See also Charlton W. Tebeau, A History of Florida (Coral
Gables, 1971), 278.
Bloxham, “Disston Sale and the State Finances,” 6-7.
Deed book E, circuit court records, Manatee County Courthouse, Bradenton.
Ibid.; Tract Books, Florida, South & East, National Archives, Suitland,
Maryland; Letters Sent to Register and Receiver, Florida, II, V, division
C, Miscellaneous Letters Received, 1882-1885, Certificates of Payment,
division M, records of the Bureau of Land Management, record group
49, National Archives, Washington.
Disston to Andrews, Disston to Yonge, deed book E. circuit court records,
Manatee County Courthouse, Bradenton.
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Apart from the general frontier psyche, information on the
Sara Sota Vigilance Committee and its leaders who supervised the
membership drive suggests certain personal motives. The AbbeRiley murders can best be understood as a culmination of efforts
by the ringleaders for their own gain. Perhaps Riley may have
known of the plot against Abbe. If so, then the conspirators might
have felt that he needed to be silenced. Testimony regarding
incidents in the Sarasota Bay neighborhood reveal growing resentment toward Abbe by Bidwell, Andrews, Alford, and Anderson. Their exploitation of the S.S.V.C. membership was apparently aimed at serving their own personal motives.
The interweaving of community alliances may have begun as
early as 1876, when, in addition to local homesteaders and settlers,
people from outside Florida also began purchasing land from the
Internal Improvement Fund. Charles Abbe, formerly a successful
salesman for Singer Sewing Machine Company working in
Douglas County, Kansas, bought a forty-acre parcel in Manatee
County. He would soon become a prominent figure there. Originally from Illinois, he traveled in Florida during the winters of
1875 and 1876, and later described Manatee County as “a Sportsman’s paradise.” He saw its commercial possibilities, and decided
that it was where he wanted to make his home. In November
1877, he arrived with his wife, Charlotte, and their two daughters,
Carrie and Nellie. Abbe, like other out-of-state purchasers, had
secured land in the area along the mangrove shore and the waters
of Sarasota Bay. The population inland was made up generally
of Florida natives and Southerners who had emigrated from the
Carolinas and Georgia. 24
Nearly a year after he arrived in Florida, Abbe applied for
and received the first postal appointment at Sarasota Bay. He was
a Republican, and he was named commissioner for the United
States Circuit Court, Southern District of Florida. As postmaster,
it was Abbe who named the postal location “Sarasota” from the

24. Deeds 7590 (May 17, 1876), 7956 (March 10, 1877), 8400 (January 9,
1878), records of the Trustees of the Internal Improvement Fund;
Nellie Abbe Whitaker, “An Early History of Manatee County, Florida”
(1916), Whitaker Collection; Madison and Manatee counties, manuscript
tracts, Florida special census of 1885, RG 29, NA.
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historic name of the Bay, though he had considered calling it
“Helena.“ 25
In his seven years at Sarasota Bay, Abbe revealed himself to
be a versatile and successful businessman. He planted fruit tree
stock, citrus, and vegetable crops, exporting his yields; started a
pineapple plantation; made small loans to other settlers; subcontracted clearing, fencing, and ditching jobs; farmed for absentee
owners; promoted Florida products in northern fairs; occasionally
boarded visitors in his home; and operated the post office and a
general store. He also steadily added to his land holdings. 26 Together with other local entrepreneurs, Abbe promoted Manatee
County whenever possible. Railroads were under construction in
Florida, and glowing descriptions of the area were being circulated
throughout the North to encourage tourists and settlers and to
boost the real estate sales index. Suitable accommodations would
be needed for these expected visitors. Abbe had hoped to open a
hotel, but the furniture which he had ordered was lost when the
Mississippi River steamer carrying the cargo sank. 27
In 1882, two years before his murder, a Tampa newspaper
reported on Abbe’s efforts on behalf of Manatee County: “Mr.
C. E. Abbe. . . has probably done more than any other one individual in inducing immigration into his county and south Florida
by going north annually and exhibiting at State and other Fairs
from New York to Kansas, Florida products and curiosities. He
has made three such annual trips north and gives occular demonstration of the productions and curiosities of the ‘Land of Flow28
The paper also reported Abbe’s establishment of a
ers. ’ “
pineapple plantation at Sarasota. His partner in this latter venture was William Whitaker, a resident since 1843 and first
landowner in the area that would become Sarasota County. The
two men had set out 30,000 plants. “Pines do well in Sarasota,”
“Geographical Site Location Report,” July 19, 1878, Registers of Appointments of Postmasters, Manatee County, 94, RG 28, NA; appointment as United States Commissioner, December 11, 1882, Official Register
of the United States for 1883 (Washington, 1883).
26. Testimony of Charlotte R. Scofield Abbe, October 14, 1889, homestead
claim of C. E. Abbe, final certificate 6731, RG 49, NA (hereinafter cited
as Abbe homestead claim); Tampa Sunland Tribune, August 31, 1882;
New York Times, January 13, 1885; Charles E. Abbe Papers in Whitaker
Collection.
27. Adelaide L. Mills to Grace Whitaker, March 1943, Whitaker Collection.
28. Tampa Sunland Tribune, August 31, 1882.
25.
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reported the Sunland Tribune. Only days before his death, Abbe
noted in a letter to his family in Illinois that his years of investment in lands and groves were “beginning to yield a good
profit.“ 29
Yet, with all of these activities on behalf of the community,
Abbe was still considered a newcomer by many. Some may have
resented his success, although others admired him for his progressive ideas and his ability to get a job done. According to those
who knew him, Abbe was a man who “always has said just what
he thought.“ 30 He was “a man of strong convictions and did not
hesitate to express them . . . he . . . was always interesting and a
welcome guest-He was rather eccentric, but cordial and pleasant”; his outspokenness “no doubt made enemies.“ 31
The Sarasota Bay neighborhood in which the Abbes lived was
bounded on the north by Hudson Bayou and on the south by
Phillipe’s Creek. The largest owner in the area was Abbe. The tax
rolls show his land acquisitions-almost 400 Bayfront acres purchased primarily from the Internal Improvement Fund within
the first four years of his arrival. 32 Other businessmen eventually
began buying up parcels from earlier settlers, and at least
one other citizen hoped to open a hotel. By 1884, the little
neighborhood was being described as “quite a settlement.“ 33 It
contained about a dozen families, Abbe’s post office, and two
stores; it was something of a commercial hub for inland pioneers.
Except for one teacher, one sailor, a ditcher, and a calico printer,
most households were headed by farmers. Abbe’s daughter Carrie
taught school children in Sarasota before securing a teaching
position in Illinois. The neighboring teenage children often hired
out as day laborers and domestics. At least one half the families
were from northern states. Two family heads were immigrants
from Ireland and England. 34
29.
30.
31.
32.

33.
34.

Abbe to his brother-in-law, quoted in Chicago Daily News, January 7,
1885.
Pliny Reasoner to his parents, December 28, 1884, E. S. Reasoner Collection, Manatee County.
Mills to Whitaker, March 1943, Whitaker Collection.
Abbe was taxed on 628 acres. Revenue for 1880 and Tax Rolls, Manatee
County, 1872-1880, incomplete, Florida State Library, Tallahassee; real
and personal property tax receipt, 1884, Abbe Papers, Whitaker Collection.
Eliza O. Webb to Sister Nell, 1879, Sarasota Historical Commission,
Sarasota.
Bureau of the Census, Tenth Census of the United States, 1880, manuscript tracts for Manatee County, RG 29, NA.
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Abbe’s murder came without warning, and it sent shock waves
throughout the community. He was gunned down on the main
street in front of Bidwell’s store. Immediately his daughter
Nellie, who had married Furman Whitaker, telegraphed her
sister Carrie and her uncle in Chicago: “Father was shot and
killed this P.M. December twenty Seventh don’t allow Carrie to
come. Nellie Whitaker.“ 35
The news was widely circulated throughout the country,
telegraphed out of Tampa by the Associated Press. 36 The New
York Times and the Chicago papers gave it wide coverage. The
Times reported: “Abbe was from Belvidere, Ill., where his aged
father lives. His brother-in-law is J. N. Adams, of 119 South Water
Street, Chicago and he has a daughter, Carrie, who is a teacher in
a Chicago school. He . . . was well known in Chicago, Missouri,
and Kansas. He came here about six or eight years ago and opened
a general store and started an orange grove. He did remarkably
well and attempted to colonize this part of Florida with Northerners. He was pushing and enterprising, and was well liked by the
respectable element, but incurred the enmity of the disreputable
and ignorant classes by his progressive ideas. He was a Republican, and as such was almost alone in town. His appointment as
Postmaster intensified the feeling of the ignorant ‘crackers’ and
his life was several times threatened.“ 37
Among the residences in the Sarasota Bay neighborhood were
those of Alfred Bidwell, Jason Alford, and Joseph Anderson. The
Bidwells lived about a mile from the Abbe’s house. The inlet,
Hudson Bayou, formed a rough boundary between Abbe’s property and Bidwell’s acreage, which the latter’s wife Mary had purchased from the Internal Improvement Fund in 1877. Five years
later, she acquired a Bayfront piece next to Abbe’s south
boundary. Bidwell eventually opened a store there, probably in
competition with Abbe’s combination store and post office. 38 Bidwell travelled, every day except Sunday, the mile and one-half
35. Abbe Papers, Whitaker Collection. See also archival negative 238A,
Manatee County Historical Society, Manatee County Public Library,
Bradenton.
36. Reasoner to his parents, December 30, 1884, Reasoner Collection.
37. New York Times, January 13, 1885.
38. Tax receipt, Abbe Papers, Whitaker Collection; deeds 8362 and 8013,
granted to Mary B. Bidwell, records of the Trustees of the Internal Improvement Fund; Tampa Sunland Tribune, September 14, 1882; trial
exhibit map, Sixth Circuit in Abbe.
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Charlotte Scofield Abbe. Photograph courtesy of A. K. Whitaker Collection.
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from his home to the Bayfront and to his store at the foot of the
little main street which formed the southern border of Abbe’s
Bayfront holdings.
Jason Alford moved into the neighborhood sometime during
1882. He had been farming a tract at Bee Ridge, a small inland
settlement. He was a man in his fifties, and apparently had married a young widow who owned the property directly behind
Bidwell’s store. Probably a fire at their inland home (later referred to as “the burnt place”), caused the Alfords to move to the
Bay, where they planned to operate a boarding house.
Joe and Sarah Anderson and their three children also lived
near Bidwells’s store. They had moved from their inland home
about the same time as the Alfords. Still at the Bee Ridge settlement was Dr. Leonard Andrews, a friend of Bidwell and a
former neighbor of Jason Alford. 39 Bidwell, Alford, and Andrews
were the men who organized the S.S.V.C. and became its first
leaders.
After settling in the Bay area, Anderson and Bidwell were
often heard to make threatening remarks against Abbe. Susan
Alford, the neighbor living nearest the Bidwell store, noticed “a
mutually unfriendly feeling.” She observed, “I don’t know how
long they have been unfriendly but I know that they have been
on bad terms during my residence here.” Mrs. Alford also overheard Anderson say that he “had just as soon shoot Mr. Abbe as
a snake or bear.“ 40 Another neighbor repeated a similar comment
once made by Dr. Andrews. Noting his unsuccessful effort to have
Abbe removed as postmaster, Dr. Andrews thundered, “Damn
him, we will show him about that.“ 41
Bidwell’s store became the gathering place for the dissidents,
39. Lancaster to Bidwell, deed book D, circuit court records, Manatee County
Courthouse, Bradenton, 130-32; Alford to Andrews, Staples to Anderson,
Trustees of the Internal Improvement Fund to Anderson, deed book E,
circuit court records, Manatee County Courthouse; Tenth Census of the
United States, 1880, manuscript tracts, Manatee County, Florida, RG 29,
NA; J. C. Anderson homestead file, RG 49, NA; Edwin P. Staples tombstone, 1879, photograph in Ethel Wood Collection, Sarasota Historical
Commission; statement of Miles Brown, “State vs. Bacon, et al,” Pardon
Papers; The Florida State Gazeteer and Business Directory for 18841885 (Charleston, 1884), 433-34.
40. Deposition and testimony of Susan Elizabeth Alford, J.P. in Abbe; Tenth
Census of the United States, 1880, manuscript tracts, Manatee County,
Florida, RG 29, NA.
41. Deposition of Peter Crocker, J.P. in Abbe.
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and conversation often focused there against Abbe. 42 Mrs. Alford
later remembered that the animosity was of long standing. Perhaps it began when Abbe’s Bayfront property began to increase
in value. His postal appointment was also resented. Bidwell,
Alford, Andrews, and, to a lesser extent, Anderson, were envious.
It was about this time that Abbe began to be the victim of what
looked like concerted vandalism. This harrassment would culminate, two years later, in his murder.
Mrs. Abbe claimed that during the two years prior to the
assassination, “This neighborhood was annoyed by the presence
and depradations of a gang of men whose lives and character were
such as to make the life of an upright and honest man a continual
reproach and matter for hatred with them;-my husband rested
under the heavy displeasure of these men. . . . As a United States
Commissioner he was not blind to some violations of law on their
account . . . continual threats were being made against his person
and his life; and continual depredations upon his property.“ 43
Pliny Reasoner, a nurseryman and a friend of Abbe, in a letter
to his parents described the vandalism: “They burned one of Mr.
Abbe’s houses, girdled his orange trees, cut down his bananas, etc.,
and one night when Mrs. Abbe was alone at home, a shot was
fired through the house, & in the morning she found a dirk-knife
sticking in the table.“ 44 Abbe’s son-in-law, Furman Whitaker, not
only “expected attack on Mr. Abbe,” but even feared for the lives
of Abbe’s friends and family. 45
In the spring of 1883 Abbe became the target of several
“nuisance suits” in the Pine Level court. Like some of his contemporaries, including respected citizens of the community, he
was being charged by the state with operating an unlicensed industry. 46 In one suit, he was prosecuted for conducting the “busi42. “State vs. Bacon, et al”; Drymon file, Pardon Papers.
43. Abbe homestead claim; Order Book 1, Circuit Court, 1881-1900, records
of the United States Circuit Court, Southern District of Florida, Tampa,
20-50, which appears to indicate a possible land question involving some
witnesses later involved in the vigilante episode as key participants, although corresponding sources do not reveal the specific issues of the dispute. W. F. Brunson homestead, May 1874, and Brunson correspondence,
October 28, 1882, in Letters Sent to Register and Receiver, Florida, II,
division C, Bureau of Land Management, RG 49, NA.
44. Reasoner to his parents, December 28, 1884, Reasoner Collection.
45. Whitaker daybook, Whitaker Collection.
46. Clerk’s criminal docket, fall terms of 1883 and 1884, circuit court records,
Manatee Village Historical Park, Bradenton; individual files, Abbe witness
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ness of druggist without a license.” Another charged him with
“carrying on the business of a hotel keeper without a state
license.” The latter case continued into the fall term of 1884,
a month before his death. In the confessions and statements made
after Abbe’s death, it was disclosed that there had been a plan to
ambush him one day while he was traveling to the courthouse for
these hearings.
In May 1884, at the same court session considering one of the
no-license cases against Abbe, charges of adultery against Harrison
T. Riley were being heard. Riley was represented by W. A.
Bartholomew, brother-in-law of Dr. Andrews. Bartholomew was
later identified as a vigilante. On his way to court at Pine Level,
Riley encountered Dr. Andrews and Jason Alford, who were also
planning to attend the court session. 47 Evidence recorded by
Pliny Reasoner and by the New York Times suggests that Riley
may have learned then of the ambush plot against Abbe. Both
Reasoner and the Times correspondent believed that Abbe had
been warned in time and that the plot against his life had failed. 48
According to the New York paper, the informant who allegedly
had notified Abbe was found with his throat cut and his body
peppered with “27 buckshot” founds. 49 If this version is reliable,
list and court costs, Abbe to clerk, circuit court records, Manatee County
Courthouse, Bradenton.
47. Cooper, Cases Argued and Adjudged in the Supreme Court of Florida
during the Year 1886, 68-69; ledger for November 1880-November 1892,
Sixth-Judicial Circuit, spring term, 1884, Manatee County Courthouse,
Bradenton.
48. New York Times, January 13, 1885; Reasoner to his parents, December
28, 1884, Reasoner Papers.
49. New York Times, January 13, 1885. The contrast between the community’s image of Abbe and its image of Riley has long intrigued
students of the vigilante episode. A possible factor connecting the two
murders lies in the realization that Riley was a convenient victim. The
Fort Myers Press, January 12, 1885, noted that the Riley murder was a
test case for the vigilantes’ future plans, since most residents of the
area thought Riley “had acted rather badly and no one regretted his
loss.” Riley was generally regarded as a scoundrel because he had openly
lived with Mary Surginer on her farm, with their children. The vigilantes were ordered against him on the basis of Dr. Andrews’s assertion
that Riley poisoned Surginer and intended “to steal her land from her
orphans.” Andrews repeated this story around the settlements. It is
likely that the vigilante ringleaders used the rumors of Riley’s personal
life to cover up their more pressing reason to kill Riley-the need to
silence him. Testimony of Leonard F. Andrews in “State vs. Bacon, et at,“
Pardon Papers; testimonies of Andrews, Cato, and Drymon in Cooper,
Cases Argued and Adjudged in the Supreme Court of Florida during the
Year 1886, 60, 61, 65, 68-70.
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it matches the description of Riley’s murder, as well as the time
frame when Harrison Riley could have learned from Andrews
and Alford about the planned assassination.
Information which later emerged from the judicial proceedings notes that it was 1884, just before the spring term of court,
that hostile talk on the part of a few men began developing into
more organized action. The secret S.S.V.C. was established. It was
first described as a “political and social club” or a “Democratic
Club.” Political interest was particularly high at this time. It was
election year, and a group of dissidents, calling themselves Independent Democrats, was threatening the conservatives who had
controlled state and local politics since 1876. The bitter controversy over calling a convention to write a new state constitution added to the agitation. There was also the whole tradition of
violence and the use of force employed so frequently throughout
Florida by the Ku Klux Klan and other vigilante groups in the
post-Civil War years. The S.S.V.C. vigilantes implied that their
members included “two-thirds of the best men in the State.” They
listed as supporters John Harllee, a merchant at Manatee; Garret
Murphy, a cattleman; and “Gus” Wilson, a Myakka physician
who also acted as postmaster in that community. In Harllee’s
store, Bidwell and Andrews were once heard to invite some possible adherents: “Come down and join [a] good thing.“ 50 A few
young men were intrigued with the idea of a secret organization,
and they joined up immediately. Others, more suspicious, asked
questions, usually in the seclusion of Bidwell’s warehouse. Once
they became involved, members found many favors available to
them. One man admitted that he began to enjoy unlimited credit
at Bidwell’s store. 51
At first, meetings were held in different places: Bidwell’s store,
at the “burnt place,” in the woods at Phillipe’s Creek, at a shipyard, or in an empty building. The vigilantes met at night, and
at first just “talked politics.” Later, the talk began to take on
a more specific and ominous focus. The group had adopted the
name S.S.V.C. (“Sara Sota Vigilance Committee”), and Bidwell
and Andrews were named “‘judges,” Jason Alford, “captain,”
50. Affidavit of Henry Hawkins, January 14, 1885, depositions of Drymon,
Fletcher, and Theodore W. Redd, J.P. in Riley; Whitaker daybook,
Whitaker Collection; Florida special census of 1885, RG 29, NA.
51. Ibid.
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and Louis Cato and Charlie Willard, “lieutenants.” There were
twenty-two members. 5 2 None were really part of the local or
county power structure. The so-called community leaders who
reputedly had joined the organization never materialized as
members. As part of their initiation, the men were blindfolded and they swore oaths binding them to the common
cause of brotherhood. Afterward they were “detailed“ to do
the society’s work, which eventually turned out to be murder.
The main priority was to kill Abbe and Riley, but Furman
Whitaker, Robert Greer, and an inland farmer named Steve
Goins were also scheduled to be eliminated. Occasionally, there
were references to others who needed to be “handled” in the
name of “peace and harmony among the citizens.“ 53 According
to one witness, “We had that to do, the killing of Riley, to save
our own lives. They, Dr. Andrews and Bidwell, Judges, said if we
didn’t do it we would have to be done the same way.“ 54
“Coop” Brown claimed that he had joined voluntarily, but
then he had been ordered to commit a murder with a gun that he
was directed to find in a small house in Dr. Andrews’s orange
grove. Andrews had informed him that the gun would be “damn
well-charged,” and directed that he should “take her and use her
on Riley . . . my orders shall be obeyed and if they wasn’t obeyed,
death was them boys’ portion.“ 55
Brown’s brother, Miles, was the only member of the assassination squad who defied the S.S.V.C. leaders. “I did not go to the
meeting of the detail. I said all the time I was sick. It was enough
to make any man sick. I was taken sick on Saturday night going
home from the meeting. I was sick until next Sunday night. On
Monday I got on my pony and went three miles, in an opposite
direction to where Riley was killed, to old man Blackburn’s. I
suppose it made me feel better that I was relieved from that,
though I was in danger of my life.“ 56
52. Testimonies of Council Brown, Miles Brown, Louis Cato, Drymon, and
Bacon, and statement by Andrews, in Cooper, Cases Argued and Adjudged in the Supreme Court of Florida during the Year 1886, 57-68.
53. Ibid., 57-74; Fort Myers Press, January 21, 1885; Reasoner to his parents,
December 28, 1884, Reasoner Collection; Tallahassee Weekly Floridian,
February 10, 1885.
54. Testimony of Cato, Cases Argued and Adjudged in the Supreme Court
of Florida during the Year 1886, 66.
55. Testimony of Council Brown, ibid., 59.
56. Testimony of Miles Brown, ibid., 60.
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The murder plans seemed to be going along so well, and
arousing so little suspicion, that the vigilantes became increasingly more confident. The members, already responsible for
Riley’s murder, were apprehensive about leaving the organization,
fearing that the leaders might implicate them. Bidwell openly denounced Abbe as a “Damned Old Son of a Bitch always meddling
in somebody else’s business and ought to be killed.“ 57 According to
Dr. Andrews, “The great Mogul has got to go and there will be no
coroner’s inquest over him.“ 58 According to a witness, Andrews,
who had originally come from Iowa, announced that “if Mr.
Abbe lived in the Country where he came from that some day he
would go away from home and fail to return.“ 59 Joe Anderson
was quoted as saying that “he did not believe that a jury could be
gotten to do anything with anyone who might kill Abbe. . . . He
believed that the Judge would assist a man . . . to get clear . . .
with60money and advice . . . he believed Judge Mitchell would do
it.“
Abbe was away from Florida during the summer of 1884.
During his absence he received letters warning him of impending
disaster if he returned. A friend, Robert Greer, realized that
Abbe’s life was being threatened from information that he
picked up in Sarasota. He had once almost been a victim himself
at Bidwell’s store. Abbe refused to heed the warnings; he was apparently more concerned with disproving the license charges
levelled against him than in protecting himself. When he returned
for the fall term of the court at Pine Level, his friends were very
concerned. Pliny Reasoner noted, “He has carried his life in his
hands for a year.“ 61
In the months between Riley’s murder and Abbe’s death, only
one vigilante, Jason Alford, one of the organizers of the S.S.V.C.,
showed any remorse. He had also been at Pine Level with Riley
just before his death.
57. Fragment of Peter Crocker’s deposition, J.P. in Abbe.
58. Testimony of John A. Fletcher, ibid.
59. Deposition of Susan E. Alford, ibid.
60. Anderson’s comments were repeated in testimony before Judge Henry L.
Mitchell, who sentenced him to life in prison. Deposition of Peter
Crocker, complete, J.P. in Abbe; testimony of Crocker, Sixth Circuit in
Abbe.
61. Reasoner to his parents, December 28, 1884, Reasoner Collection; New
York Times, January 13, 1885.
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In November 1884, five months after Riley was killed, Alford
appeared one day in the Abbes’s front yard. Mr. Abbe was up on
the roof, shingling. Alford told him that he wanted to “have a
talk.” Abbe continued working, saying that he could hear whatever Alford had to say. “I want Mrs. Abbe to be present too,”
insisted Alford. Abbe came down and escorted Alford inside so
that Charlotte, who later recounted the incident, could hear his
story. 62
Alford admitted that he had “treated Mr. Abbe badly” and
now he wanted to apologize. He pledged his friendship, but Mrs.
Abbe had doubts and charged, “When you get back with Anderson again you will be the same as before.” Alford denied that
allegation, and asked for Abbe’s Winchester rifle “to shoot Anderson with.” Abbe refused. 63
Alford returned on several occasions later to repeat his pledge
and to talk with Abbe. Their conversations were not always
quiet. Perhaps Abbe had begun a personal investigation to see
what was actually happening. It is known that he received a communication from New York relating to a request for information
relating to Bidwells’s marriage. 64 A few days afterward, about the
first of December 1884, Alford again came to Abbe’s house. He
and Abbe talked for a while, and then Alford rushed out of the
house in a “very excited manner,” saying, “he will draw it out of
me yet.“ 65
Alford became the target for threats also. He was ordered
to help in the killing of Abbe. In the presence of his fifteenyear-old daughter, he was warned by Joe Anderson and by
Charles Willard that, “if he did not stick to them they would kill
him or have him put in jail.“ 66 When she first heard the shots
which killed Abbe, Alford’s daughter thought that it was her
father who had been hit. 67 Her testimony helped bring about
Anderson’s conviction. Outrage over Abbe’s assassination affected
the entire Manatee community. The investigations and judicial
62. Deposition of Charlotte Scofield Abbe, J.P. in Abbe.
63. Ibid.
64. Receipt 4845, October 24, 1884, Health Department of New York, Abbe
Papers, Whitaker Collection.
65. Testimony of Charlotte Scofield Abbe, J.P. in Abbe.
66. Ibid.; testimony of January 6 and prior deposition and statement of
Evalener Alford, and deposition of John Tatum, J.P. in Abbe; testimony
of Evalener Alford Grantham, Sixth Circuit in Abbe.
67. Ibid.
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proceedings forced temporary support and endorsement of law
and order. This was needed so that settlers living in areas that
were difficult to police would testify. Unless they felt that there
would be no repercussions they would be hesitant to come
forward. But they did testify, and their actions helped to reveal
the elements within the community that had been protesting the
S.S.V.C. Once these obstacles were removed there could be a
needed investigation of the ambush murder of Tip Riley.
The origin of the S.S.V.C. should be viewed against the background of the Florida frontier in the closing decades of the
nineteenth century. South Florida, sparsely populated with
scattered settlements of struggling farmers, was served by limited
commercial hubs such as the small one at Sarasota Bay. Manatee
County was a vast unsettled area, stretching from the Gulf of
Mexico to Lake Okeechobee and from Tampa Bay to Charlotte
Harbor. At Sarasota Bay, Abbe’s neighborhood was far removed
from the agencies charged with the responsibility of maintaining
law and order. It was at least twenty miles to the sheriff’s office
at Manatee, forty miles to the county seat of Pine Level, and fifty
miles from the judge of the Sixth Judicial Circuit in Tampa. The
judge’s schedule included Manatee only a few days each spring
and fall. There were instances on this isolated frontier of murders,
robberies, rustlings, forgeries, and malicious mischief, such as
“pulling down” a building. Without convenient police agencies
or courts, residents frequently settled their differences in summary fashion. In a single year, 1886, judicial records listed five
murders and assorted instances of ambushes and shotgun justice. 68
Within that socio-cultural framework evolved the specific
elements of the Sarasota vigilante episode. Some gullible, some
ignorant, and some knowing vigilantes were flattered or lured
into an organization which they must have felt had some appeal.
Some members eventually were even coerced into murdering their
fellow settlers by men who were identified as leaders. It was only
when these foul deeds came out into the open, particularly the
assassination of Charles Abbe, that the community was shocked
into action. Whether the criminals would ever have been brought
to justice without community pressure is not known, but members
68. Unfinished Business of March 13, 1886, State of Florida vs. Durfee, records of the Sixth Judicial Circuit, Manatee County Courthouse, Bradenton.
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of the power structure were among the first to sign affidavits and
to join armed posses.
Judicial and legislative records document the premeditated
victimization of Charles Abbe. The records also indicate that the
motive for the crime emanated from the hostilities and/or
jealousies of Bidwell, Andrews, Alford, and Anderson. The
weight of historical evidence contradicts Karl Grismer’s portrayal
of Abbe as an ally of the “land grabbers” and the vigilantes as
righteous avengers. Grismer’s analysis of what happened and his
explanation of the activities of the “Sarasota Assassination Society” of 1884 do not stand up against the facts of history.
Dastardly crimes had been committed on the Florida frontier,
and although the wheels of justice moved slowly, the guilty parties
were tried and convicted.
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